Atlanta Leader Promotes Godly Marriages with Conference
Atlanta defies societal norm by promoting godly relationships between men and
women based on biblical principles. Information is presented to couples in an
engaging, interactive, thought-provoking and fun platform.
September 9, 2014 (FPRC) --This week, thousands of couples will converge onto 1450 South
Deshon Road in Lithonia, GA in anticipation of Re3: Refuel, Rekindle, and Reconnect, a marriage
conference created to address rising divorce issues with emphasis on the importance of family. The
two-day event initiated by Apostle Travis C. Jennings, who is also a noted author - along with his
wife, have themselves successfully navigated through marital woes by embracing biblical principles
for marriage and family – while still keeping their marriage relevant. The Re3 event occurs
September 12 – 13th.
This year marks the third year of the event. As the senior pastor of the Harvest Tabernacle Church,
Apostle Jennings sensed an issue that needed to be addressed within the community – family. In
the conference’s first year, many couples that attended the conference left with newfound
perspective regarding their relationship, love and hope for their family. Apostle Jennings and Pastor
Stephanie Jennings believe in transparency and will often use their own experiences in their
relationship to help equip others - this in turns strengthens the entire family. Couples leave the
retreat refueled, rekindled and reconnected in a greater way.
“The husband and wife is the foundation for God’s familial order,” Jennings expressed. “Adam and
Eve were God’s first community and family. This conference delivers that truth in a fun, interactive,
engaging and genuine way – and we even use our own relationship as a proven example.”
The conference will also feature workshops, other notable husband and wife speakers, interactive
activities for couples, conference vendors and much, much more. Apostle Jennings has even
opened the conference up to mature, unmarried singles who expect to marry in the future. He
believes singles can benefit from the overall teaching and the spirit of the conference that will arm
them with the proper tools and healthy perspectives for a godly, healthy and sustaining marriage.
The ministry has also extended the invitation to other local churches to attend.
About the Event
For more information on the Re3 (Refuel, Rekindle and Reconnect) marriage conference, about
Apostle Travis Jennings and to find out how you can attend, please visit the website
www.theharvesttabernacle.org or contact the Harvest Tabernacle Church at 770-484-7400.
Contact Information
For more information contact Demieta Keener of KeenerKoncepts (http://www.keenerkoncepts.com)
678-768-7631
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